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Urban Sustainability Technology Fund

2150 is a venture capital firm investing in technology companies that 
seek to sustainably reimagine and reshape the urban environment 
and enable a sustainable and scalable future of mass urbanisation. 
2150ʼs investment thesis focuses on major unsolved problems across 
what it calls the ʻUrban Stack,̓ which comprises every element of the 
built environment, from the way our cities are designed, constructed 
and powered, to the way people live, work, move, and are cared for.  
See more at 2150.vc

Global startup & venture capital intelligence 
platform. 

Dealroom.co is the foremost data provider on startup, early-stage and 
growth company ecosystems in Europe and around the globe. 

Founded in Amsterdam in 2013, we now work with many of the 
world's most prominent investors, entrepreneurs and government 
organizations to provide transparency, analysis and insights on 
venture capital activity.

Done

https://www.2150.vc/
https://marketplaces.dealroom.co/companies.startups/f/revenues/anyof_marketplace%20%26%20ecommerce
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/nodes_links
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/carboncure_technologies
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/aeroseal
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/ampd_energy
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/biomason
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/meta_mind_ab_1
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Cities are booming, and so is sustainable 
urban tech

Urban tech startups have raised $28B in 2022 
year to date, already more than in 2020, but 

projected to fall short of last year by 23%.
Despite a considerable drop in corporate 

participation, heavy industry giants, such as 
Cemex and Honeywell, continue to be active 

urban tech investors.

Why it matters: 
The battle for climate change will be won or lost 

in how we manage emissions from cities. 
More investment in urban tech is required to hit 

net-zero targets.

Urban Tech unicorns are now coming up 
across many segments beyond clean energy 

and mobility

There are 109 sustainable urban tech unicorns, 
mainly in clean energy or mobility, but in the last 

two years other categories have been ramping up.
2022 saw 2 urban tech unicorns emerge within 
ESG & carbon tracking, as well as the first new 

unicorn in building efficiency since 2015.

Why it matters: 
Unicorns are needed now to drive the scale 

required across all urban tech sectors.
Buildings for instance take up 37% of global CO2 

emissions.1

High emission sectors are highly 
underfunded startup segments

Energy efficiency (heating, cooling and 
building management) and sustainable 

construction (modular construction, 
concrete, steel and other materials 

startups) are all underfunded. After a 
record 2021 year, growth has taken a 

pause, more is needed.

Why it matters: 
Energy usage in buildings accounts for 

27% of global CO2 emissions.1 
Investments here can drive greater impact.

Key trends, and why Urban Tech matters.

1) https://globalabc.org/resources/publications/2021-global-status-report-buildings-and-construction

Done

https://globalabc.org/resources/publications/2021-global-status-report-buildings-and-construction
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1 Introduction
Climate risk is accelerating and cities will play a key 
role in ensuring we can hit sustainability targets. 

From the buildings we inhabit, to the cars we drive, 
every urban element can be meaningfully addressed 
to advance the climate transition. 

Urban technologies can support us rethinking and 
renovating our ways of building and living in cities. 
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Cities are drivers of climate change and are acutely exposed to its risks.

1) https://report.ipcc.ch/ar6wg3/pdf/IPCC_AR6_WGIII_FinalDraft_FullReport.pdf
2) https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg2/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_WGII_FullReport.pdf 
3) Ibidem

33% 

Of major cities may exhaust 
their current water resources 

by 2050.2

70%
 

of global greenhouse gas 
emissions derive from cities.1

50%
 

 of future urban population will 
be exposed to extreme heat 

risk by 2050.3

Source:

Adaptation plays a key role in reducing exposure and vulnerability to climate change, but to be effective, it must go 
hand-in-hand with ambitious reductions in greenhouse gas emissions because with increased warming the 
effectiveness of many adaptation options declines. At the current rate of planning and implementation, these 
adaptation gaps will continue to grow. According to our new report, the world is currently under-prepared for 
the coming climate change impacts, particularly beyond 1.5°C global warming.
Poverty and inequality both present significant adaptation limits, resulting in unavoidable impacts for 
vulnerable groups, including women, young people, the elderly, ethnic and religious minorities, Indigenous People, 
and refugees. Climate change is likely to force many of them to switch from agriculture as the main source of income 
to other forms of wage labour, with implications for labour migration and urbanization.
Climate change is a global threat to which all people and ecosystems are vulnerable. Without effective adaptation, 
climate change has the potential to reverse the developmental gains in our world and push millions of people 
further into poverty. To avoid mounting losses, urgent accelerated action is required to adapt to climate change 
while making rapid, deep cuts in greenhouse gas emissions to limit warming so that we keep the range and scope of 
adaptation options as wide as possible.
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg2/about/frequently-asked-questions/keyfaq4 

Mitigation Adaptation

Done

https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg2/about/frequently-asked-questions/keyfaq4
https://dealroom.co/blog/the-rise-of-european-climate-tech
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Clean energy & grid technologies

1) https://report.ipcc.ch/ar6/wg2/IPCC_AR6_WGII_FullReport.pdfSource:

Adaptation plays a key role in 
reducing urban exposure and 
vulnerability to climate change, 
but to be effective, it must go 
hand-in-hand with ambitious 
reductions in greenhouse gas 
emissions (mitigation).

Delaying adaptation poses a threat 
since hard limits have already been 
reached in some ecosystems. 
Moreover,   

and future costs, exacerbating the 
already big investment 
adaptation gap.1 
Any increase in global temperature 
increases the costs of adaptation, 
making simultaneous mitigation 
critical.

Adaptation plays a key role in 
reducing exposure and vulnerability to 
climate change, but to be effective, it 
must go hand-in-hand with ambitious 
reductions in greenhouse gas 
emissions (mitigation) because with 
increased warming the effectiveness 
of many adaptation options declines.

Later we adapt, the more costly it will 
be xx
There is already a big investment 
adaptation gap for coming climate 
changes and the gap widens 
considerably beyond 1.5°C, 
mitigation is needed to not overshoot 
this threshold.

Engineered-carbon capture & 
natural based carbon removal

Sustainable construction (green 
cement, modular construction)

Sustainable urban mobility 
& logistics

Safety & security 

Building energy efficiency

Smart building
 & infrastructure

Water management

Sustainability, carbon and 
biodiversity tracking

Adaptation

Air quality monitoring & treatment

Safety & security (e.g flooding 

management)

Climate insurance

Mitigation and adaptation must go hand-in-hand. There is already a big 
adaptation gap and no adaptation is possible beyond the 1.5°C threshold.

Nature Based Solutions
Low-carbon industry material

Water management 
(scarcity & flooding)

Air quality monitoring & treatment

Climate insurance

Extreme temperature management

Sanitation

adaptation finance gap is larger 
than indicated in 2020 and 
widening

The process of adjustment to climate and its effects

Mitigation
The process to reduce greenhouse gases

Adaptation

Urban sustainability requires both climate change mitigation and adaptation.

Even under net-zero scenarios, 
cities still face significant 
challenges from climate change. 
They need to adapt to these 
changes simultaneous with 
mitigating greenhouse gas 
emissions. 

Adaptation reduces urban 
exposure to climate change risks. 
However, every 0.1 degree of 
additional warming will require a 
larger and more complex 
adaptation response, increasing an 
already big investment gap.1  

Thus, funding and planning needs 
to recognise these risks and further 
prioritise adaptation.   
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Source: 
1) https://www.un.org/development/desa/publications/2018-revision-of-world-urbanization-prospects.html
2) https://www.pnas.org/doi/10.1073/pnas.1606035114 
3) https://report.ipcc.ch/ar6wg3/pdf/IPCC_AR6_WGIII_FinalDraft_FullReport.pdf

What is Urban Tech?
Urban tech is a technology that improves broad urban environments 
to make them more sustainable, resilient and efficient. Although 
governments and regulation may be involved, urban tech primarily targets 
the private sector, selling to businesses and consumers directly. 

Urbanization is accelerating, and fast. By 2050 it is expected that 68% of 
the global population will live in cities, up from 55% today.1 We are not 
prepared for the additional strain on our infrastructure, natural resources, 
and housing. 

Cities consume 3/4 of the worldʼs final energy2 and produce ~70% of GHG 
emissions.3 Urban Tech solutions can play a major role in reducing 
emissions on an accelerated timeline, which is key to managing current 
growth. 

Building effective cities requires inclusive, healthy, resilient and 
sustainable solutions. Urban tech startups are building solutions  that are 
reducing emissions and preserving resources TODAY. 

Why Urban Tech?

Building automation

Sustainable cooling

Circular buildings

Air purification

Support a 
healthy lifestyle

Workplace  tech

Passive cooling

Climate resilient

Done

https://www.un.org/development/desa/publications/2018-revision-of-world-urbanization-prospects.html
https://www.pnas.org/doi/10.1073/pnas.1606035114
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Urban Stack: Investing across the Urban Stack represents a huge investment 
opportunity and the biggest lever for creating a sustainable future. (More on why here)

Source: 2150, dealroom.co

Experience Workplace tech /
 Future of Work

Air quality/ 
Air pollution Healthy buildings Safety and security

Water management

Operate Building automation, heating & 
cooling Urban mobility and logistics Facility management Sustainability tracking and ESG 

management

Build Concrete, steel and new 
sustainable materials

New construction methods and 
modular construction Carbon Capture & Storage Construction software and 

automation

Enable Waste management Intelligent and digital 
Infrastructure Carbon & biodiversity tracking Clean energy & grid technologies

Experience
Allowing citizens to work, live, 
stay healthy and secure within 
the urban living environment.

Operate
Solutions to optimize urban assets, from 
sensor-equipped cities, buildings and 
facility management, to urban logistics.

Build
How we build including planning & 
construction of buildings, 
infrastructure, and production system.

Enable
Enabling infrastructure technologies and 
platforms that allow urban areas to to scale 
sustainability and resiliently.

Workplace tech 
/  Future of 
Work

Air quality/ 
Air pollution

Healthy 
buildings

Building 
automation, 
heating & 
cooling

Urban mobility 
and logistics

Facility 
management

Concrete, steel 
and new 
sustainable 
materials

New 
construction 
methods and 
modular 
construction

Carbon Capture 
& Storage

Waste 
management

Intelligent and 
digital 
Infrastructure

Carbon & 
biodiversity 
tracking

Safety and 
security

Sustainability 
tracking 
and ESG 
management

Construction 
software and 
automation

Clean energy 
& grid 
technologies

Done

https://2150-vc.medium.com/investing-in-the-urban-stack-8f801dd6e333
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Policies worldwide are being set to accelerate the transition to more sustainable cities 
with focus on sustainable building, green mobility and clean energy generation. 

Source: 1) https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/european-green-deal/delivering-european-green-deal_en
2)  https://www.crfb.org/blogs/cbo-scores-ira-238-billion-deficit-reduction
3)   https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1033990/net-zero-strategy-beis.pdf

Show there is a general trend. Show policies much wider than just the build environment

EU: enough policies and new policies to transition to net zero
Germany policies for homeowners for 
UK some but not best
US inflaction reductionary act

EV Charging/Electrification/Energy Mgt
Modular construction & building with wood/timber
Steel/Cement/New Materials
EV Charging/Electrification/Energy Mgt
Smart Buildings - Cooling/Windows/HVAC
Hydrogen, geothermal
Adaptation vs ture net-zero: 2030 vs 2050  (
Adaptation (Climate resilience/climate adaptation of cities): flooding, mentioned a source 
Policy that enables tech development: different regions actions. Inflaction reduction act, EU, UK  (very local example Danish 
carbon tax → heat pumps economically superior)
Highlighted use cases from specific cities? C-40 non-profit Bloomberg backed
Reporting framework: Reporting frameworks/Carbon Accounting
Definitely still energy consumption of buildings is top of mind, especially in Europe but globally

A few of 2150 that are exciting are Normative, Biomason, Nature Metrics and LEKO Labs.

US

Inflation Reduction Act (2022)

Aims to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
by about 1 gigaton in 2030, or a billion 

metric tons. The law will raise $738 billion 
and authorize $391 billion in spending on 

energy and climate change.2

Credits granted for EV adoption,heat 
pumps, home solar, public transportation, 

e-bikes, etc.

EU

European Green Deal (2021)

The EDG is the core EU strategy to fight 
climate change and achieve climate 

neutrality. To implement the EDG strategy 
the European Commission adopted “Fit for 

55”, a set of policy proposals. 

The aim is to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions (GHG) by at least 55% by 2030. 
The deal allocates at least $600 billion to 

the initiative.1

UK

Net Zero Strategy (2021)

Aims to reduce economy-wide greenhouse 
gas emissions by at least 68% by 2030, 

compared to 1990 levels and to achieve 
net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 

2050.3

This strategy sets out specific policies and 
goals in the fields of fuel supply, industrial 
emissions, heat and buildings, transports 

and waste management. 

Design done

https://www.crfb.org/blogs/cbo-scores-ira-238-billion-deficit-reduction
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1033990/net-zero-strategy-beis.pdf
https://normative.io/
https://biomason.com/
https://www.naturemetrics.co.uk/
https://lekolabs.com/
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» Get the first edition here

One year ago, 2150 and Dealroom launched the first edition of the Urban 
Tech report. We highlighted that the battle for climate change will be won 
or lost depending on how well we innovate within our cities and urban 
environments. 

Last year, we highlighted how Urban Tech funding has been booming in 
the past years. 
The main segments driving this boom in Urban Tech have been within 
clean energy or mobility, while high emission sectors, such as heating, 
cooling, concrete, steel and alternative materials, have been heavily 
underfunded.

However, six sustainable infrastructure & materials companies became 
unicorns last year alone, growing at a rapid pace and segments like 
concrete and cement had their best year.

This year we will investigate how we are standing on these topics and how 
things have been evolving.
We will also look into adaptation vs mitigation strategies for cities and 
cover emerging trends in biodiversity tracking, energy efficiency in 
buildings, decarbonizing the construction industry/modular construction 
and flood management.

This is the 2nd Urban Tech report 
by 2150 x Dealroom

Done

Get the first edition here

Design done

https://dealroom.co/reports/building-the-future-urban-tech
https://dealroom.co/blog/building-the-future-urban-tech
https://dealroom.co/blog/building-the-future-urban-tech
https://dealroom.co/blog/building-the-future-urban-tech
https://dealroom.co/blog/building-the-future-urban-tech
https://dealroom.co/blog/building-the-future-urban-tech
https://dealroom.co/blog/building-the-future-urban-tech
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2016 2017 2018 2021 YTD2019 2020

In the past years, sustainable cement startups raised a negligible 
amount of capital. This changed in 2021. 

VC investment into Urban Tech startups » view online

Urban Tech startup funding has already surpassed 2020 levels this year, with $28B 
raised so far in 2022, but the total is projected to be 23% lower than in 2021.

€5.0B

€10B

€15B

€20B

€25B €23.3B

€5.3B

4.4x

€8.2B

€15B
€14B

€15B

2022 projected

$10B 

$50B 

$20B 

▊ $250m+ 

▊ $100–250m  

▊ $40–100m (series C)  

▊ $15–40m (series B)   

▊ $4–15m (series A)  

▊  $1–4m (seed)    

▊  $0–1m (pre-seed) 

Growth

Breakout

Early

$30B 

$40B 
$34B*

$28B

$44B

$19B

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 20212013201220112010 2019 2020 2022TD

DoneDesign done

Source: Dealroom.co. *Annualized VC funding value based on performance up to October 31st 2022

https://impact.dealroom.co/transactions.rounds/f/growth_stages/not_mature/industries/anyof_energy_real%20estate_transportation_enterprise%20software/rounds/not_GRANT_SPAC%20PRIVATE%20PLACEMENT/tags/anyof_sustainable%20development%20goals_not_outside%20tech_energy%20infrastructure%20project/years/anyof_2022?showStats=YEAR&sort=-amount&statsType=rounds
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Pre-seed and seed

Urbio, Therma, BlocPower, Singularity, Cycle

FreeWire Technologies, Shoreline, Abatable

Zoomo, Imbalance grid, Urbio

Audette, Axiom Cloud, AmpUp

ClimateView, Whywaste, Northvolt

Climate X, Monta, HIVED

011h, Mighty Buildings, Juno

Late stage

Form Energy, Sense, Zolar

Mainspring, Katerra, Ori

Redwood Materials, Twelve, Joby Aviation

Solugen, Svante, SES

 Form Energy, Patch

Boston Metal, Joby Aviation, Rivian

Early stage

Form Energy, Electra, LuxWall, Ecocem

Form Energy, Terabase, Sense

Plan A, See You Sun, Deepki

Solugen, Cloud to Street, Cervest

Veev, Sealed, ICON, SmartRent

Disperse, Ampd Energy, Nodes & Links

BuiltRobotics, Measurabl, Blue Frontier, Mosaic

ClimateX, Span, PassiveLogic, 011h

Source: Dealroom.co. The most active investors have been selected according to the number of sustainable urban tech rounds in which they invested into.

Series A / B

Breakthrough Energy Ventures

Aeroseal, LuxWall, Ecocem

Prelude Ventures

LuxWall, Planet Labs, Heirloom Carbon

Demeter Partners

Plan A, See You Sun, Deepki

Lowercarbon Capital

Solugen, Cloud to Street, Cervest

Fifth Wall

ICON, Sealed, SmartRent

2150

CarbonCure, Ampd Energy, Nodes & Links

Growth

Energy Impact partners

Measurabl, Volta Charging, Ecobee

Khosla Ventures

Fortera, Juno Residential, View

Capricorn investment group

Redwood Materials, Twelve, Joby Aviation

Temasek

Solugen, Svante, SES

Coatue Management

Patch Rivian Automotive, Form Energy

Most active sustainable urban tech venture funds.

Seed and pre-seed

Urban Us

Urbio, Therma, BlocPower

Blue Bear Capital

Omnidian, FreeWire Technologies, Abatable

Contrarian Ventures

Zoomo, Imbalance grid, Urbio

Powerhouse Ventures

Audette, Axiom Cloud, AmpUp

Norrsken 

ClimateView, Whywaste, Northvolt

Pale Blue Dot

Climate X, Monta, HIVED

Updated

https://app.dealroom.co/investors/breakthrough_energy_ventures
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/prelude_ventures
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/demeter_partners
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/lowercarbon_capital
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/fifth_wall_ventures
https://impact.dealroom.co/investors/2150_
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/energy_impact_partners
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/khosla_ventures
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/capricorn
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/temasek/portfolio/f/tags/anyof_sustainable%20development%20goals
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/coatue_management/portfolio/f/tags/anyof_sustainable%20development%20goals
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/northern_lights_foundation/portfolio
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/contrarian_ventures/portfolio
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/powerhouse_ventures_2
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/northern_lights_foundation/portfolio
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/paleblue_vc/portfolio
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/urban_us
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/northern_lights_foundation/portfolio
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/contrarian_ventures/portfolio
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/powerhouse_ventures_2
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/northern_lights_foundation/portfolio
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/paleblue_vc/portfolio
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/breakthrough_energy_ventures
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/prelude_ventures
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/demeter_partners
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/lowercarbon_capital
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/fifth_wall_ventures
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/2150_
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/energy_impact_partners
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/khosla_ventures
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/capricorn
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/temasek/portfolio/f/tags/anyof_sustainable%20development%20goals
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/coatue_management/portfolio/f/tags/anyof_sustainable%20development%20goals
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/building_ventures
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/pi_labs
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/urban_us
https://app.dealroom.co/investors/a_o_proptech/portfolio?sort=-valuation
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In the past years, sustainable cement startups raised a negligible 
amount of capital. This changed in 2021. 

Corporate investment into Urban Tech startups » view online

Corporate investment in Urban Tech has pulled back almost 50% in 2022, going back 
to 2019 levels. 

Corporate investment in Urban Tech increased substantially, growing 8x since 2016 
to €5.8B in 2021 year to date.

$5B 

$15B 

$10B 
$6.6B*

$5.5B

$13.4B

$5.5B

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 20212013201220112010 2019 2020 2022TD

DoneDesign done

Source: Dealroom.co. *Annualized VC funding value based on performance up to October 31st 2022

$8.3B
$7.7B

https://impact.dealroom.co/transactions.rounds/f/growth_stages/not_mature/industries/anyof_energy_real%20estate_transportation_enterprise%20software/rounds/not_GRANT_SPAC%20PRIVATE%20PLACEMENT/tags/anyof_sustainable%20development%20goals_not_outside%20tech_energy%20infrastructure%20project/years/anyof_2022?showScale=absolute&showStats=YEAR&sort=-amount&statsType=investor-type
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But heavy industry giants remain active Urban Tech investors.

Corporate Target Funding date Transaction

Conglomerate Nuclear fission
Aug 2022 $750M

Late VC

Conglomerate, Infrastructure Urban air mobility
Mar & Nov 2022 $352M

Series E

Home insulation, automotive & industrial, steel Sustainable steel
Aug & Oct 2022 €260M

Series B

Cement, material handling, infrastructure, oil & gas, Carbon capture
May 2022 $150M

Series C

Energy and industrial Home energy monitoring
Apr & Sep 2022 $128M

Series C

Conglomerate, mining, oil & gas Green hydrogen
Jun 2022 $99M

Series B

Air conditioning, motorcycle off-grid energy
Jun 2022 $8.2M

Series C

Source: Dealroom.co.

Corporate Target Funding date Transaction

SK group
Conglomerate

Solid Energy Systems
Solid-state battery

Apr 2021 $139M
Series D

Marcegaglia
Steel manufacturer

H2 Green Steel
Sustainable steel

May 2021 $105M
Series A

TotalEnergies
Oil & Gas

Solidia Technologies
Sustainable cement

Apr 2021 $78M
Late VC

Cemex
Cement manufacturer

Carbon Clean Solutions
Carbon capture

July 2021 $30M
Series B

Vale
Mining company

Boston Metal
Sustainable steel

Feb 2021 $6M
Late VC

Caterpillar
Construction equipment

Infinitum Electric
Electric motors 

Aug 2021 Undisclosed
Late VC

Mitsubishi
Conglomerate

CarbonCure
Sustainable cement

Jan 2021 Undisclosed
Late VC

Nuclear fission

To check

No oil & gas (at least not only one in the deal), maybe 
see hydrogen, gas 
1 at least from emerging markets (even if smaller)

Cemex, Marubeni Corp, 
Transcanada, Chevron, 
Saudi Aramco

Daikin Industries, Yamaha Motor
Wassha (off-grid energy 
availability in Africa.
Japan based in reality)

$8.2M Series C

xx xx

Schneider Electric

Honeywell, Rio Tinto, 
Cosan, Mitsubishi
Equinor ventures

Daikin Industries, 
Yamaha Motor

TerraPower
Nuclear fission

H2 Green Steel
Sustainable steel

Volocopter
Urban air mobility

Carbon Clean 
Solutions
Carbon capture

Sense
Home energy monitoring

Electric Hydrogen
Green hydrogen

Wassha
off-grid energy

Corporate Target Funding date Transaction

SK group
Conglomerate Nuclear fission

Aug 2022 $750M
Late VC

xx
Home insulation, automotive & industrial, steel Sustainable steel

Aug & Oct 2022 €260M
Series B

Honeywell, Atlantia
Conglomerate, Infrastructure Urban air mobility

Mar & Nov 2022 $352M
Series E

Cemex, Marubeni Corp Transcanada, Chevron, Saudi Aramco
Cement, material handling, infrastructure, oil & gas, 

Carbon capture
May 2022 $150M

Series C

Schneider Electric
Energy and industrial Home energy 

monitoring

Apr & Sep 2022 $128M
Series C

Honeywell, Rio Tinto, Cosan, Mitsubishi, Equinor ventures
Conglomerate, mining, oil & gas

Green hydrogen
Jun 2022 $99M

Series B

Daikin Industries, Yamaha Motor
Air conditioning, motorcycle

off-grid energy
Jun 2022 $8.2M

Series C

Design done

https://impact.dealroom.co/transactions.rounds/f/growth_stages/not_mature/industries/anyof_energy_real%20estate_transportation_enterprise%20software/investors_types/anyof_corporate_corporate%20venture%20fund/rounds/not_GRANT_SPAC%20PRIVATE%20PLACEMENT/tags/anyof_sustainable%20development%20goals_not_outside%20tech_energy%20infrastructure%20project/years/anyof_2022?showScale=absolute&showStats=YEAR&sort=-amount&statsType=investor-type
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/tri_alpha_energy
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/chevron
https://impact.dealroom.co/investors/sumitomo_corporation_of_america
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/kingspan_group
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/schaeffler_technologies_ag_co_kg
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/marcegaglia
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/h2_green_steel
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/honeywell
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/carbon_clean_solutions
https://impact.dealroom.co/investors/cemex_ventures
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/marubeni_corporation
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/transcanada_corporation
https://impact.dealroom.co/investors/chevron_technology_ventures
https://impact.dealroom.co/investors/saudi_aramco_energy_ventures
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/daikin
https://impact.dealroom.co/investors/yamaha_motor_ventures
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/wassha
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/schneider_electric
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/honeywell
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/rio_tinto_1
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/cosan
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/mitsubishi_heavy_industries_ltd_
https://impact.dealroom.co/investors/statoil_technology_invest
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/daikin
https://impact.dealroom.co/investors/yamaha_motor_ventures
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/sense_2
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/electric_hydrogen
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/wassha
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/honeywell
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/volocopter
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1 1
2 2

8

94 of the 109 Urban Tech unicorns are operating in either clean energy or urban 
mobility, but other categories have been ramping up since 2020.

Exited

 A unicorn is defined as a rapidly scaling company (and tech enabled) that has reached a $1 billion valuation, 
on the basis of a funding round (unrealised), acquisition or IPO (realised). Source: Dealroom.co.

Number of Urban Tech unicorn per segment (cumulative)

2006 20122008 2010 2014 2016 2018 2020

1 1 1
2

18

35

32

2
5

8

11

20
22

30

1
2
1

2
1

2
1 1

3 3
5 5

10

24

▊ Clean energy & grid technology  ▊Urban mobility & logistics   ▊ Other categories
New 2022 unicorns

+4
(1 water, 2 ESG & cartoon 

tracking, 1 building heating & 
cooling)

Ready for design

2 3 3 3
5 6

8 9
13

22 26

43

52

1 1 2 2 3 3

11

15

1 1 1 1
1 4

7

10

19
20

30

37

43

Design done

Number of Urban Tech unicorn per segment (cumulative) - view online

202020192018201720162015 2022
TD

2014201320122011 20212010

https://app.dealroom.co/lists/23904?showGrid=false?showGrid=false
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ESG & Carbon 
Tracking

Water tech

Building energy 
efficiency

Waste 
management

Intelligence 
Structure

2022 saw 2 Urban Tech unicorns emerge within ESG & carbon tracking, as well as 
the first new unicorn in building efficiency since 2015.

Waste 
management

202020192018201720162015 2022201420132012

Year $1B+ valuation reached

2011

 A unicorn is defined as a rapidly scaling company (and tech enabled) that has reached a $1 billion valuation, 
on the basis of a funding round (unrealised), acquisition or IPO (realised). Source: Dealroom.co.

2021

Source global, 
watershed, 
palmetto, ecovadis

To add?
Blacksky global
Satellogic (Humanitarian Assistance & 
Disaster Response)

Number of Urban Tech unicorn per segment, excluding clean energy and urban mobility

2022 saw 2 Urban Tech emerge within ESG & carbon tracking,..
2021 saw 8 new Urban Tech unicorns emerge within infrastructure and 
sustainable materials. 

Design done

Concrete, steel, 
and new 

sustainable 
materials

Intelligence 
Infrastructure

Building energy 
efficiency

https://app.dealroom.co/companies/rubicon_1
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/planet_2
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/solugen
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/redwood_materials
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/smartrent
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/li_cycle
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/innovyze
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/nexii
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/climacell
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/spire_global
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/blacksky_global
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/satellogic
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/palmetto
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Hunting for Gigacorns

Source: Dealroom.co.  1) https://report.ipcc.ch/ar6wg3/pdf/IPCC_AR6_WGIII_FinalDraft_FullReport.pdf
2) https://www.eea.europa.eu/ims/greenhouse-gas-emissions-from-transport

Gigacorn (noun) def: a company that has achieved lowering or sequestering CO2 
emissions by 1Gt/year while being commercially viable. (more on Gigacorns here)

● Globally we emit 36GT annually. For perspective 1GT is equal to the entire emissions from the EU transportation sector 
annually, or 30% of all EU emissions. 

● We have gone from 338 unicorns in 2015 to 1,967 now, but only 75 are in the Urban Tech sector. We need to catalyze 
Gigacorns, just 36 can get our global emissions to net zero. 

● We have not yet seen a Gigacorn, but over the last six years sustainable Urban tech unicorn growth has been 9.3x, 
compared to the overall number of unicorns at 5.8x.

59Gt
PER YEAR

6.8 X

Gigacorn (noun) 
A company that has achieved lowering or sequestering CO2eq emissions by 1Gt/year while being commercially viable.
(more on Gigacorns here)

109

Mitigation, adaptation?
Potential mitigation from cities/built environment, mobility?
How close we are to get a giga unicorn?
Unicorns, how many on climate tech? 2556 unicorns, 142 climate tech unicorns

Many define ʻGigacornʼ companies which have the potential for 1 billion tons in CO2 
emission reductions by 2050.
Probably hard to believe a single company will ever manage to reduce 1GT

We have gone from 494 unicorns 
in 2016 to 2,556 now, but only 

108 are in the Urban Tech 
sector. We need to catalyze 

Gigacorns, just 36 can get our 
global emissions to net zero. 

108

There are now 2,556 unicorns, 
of these only 142 on climate 

tech. Looking at Urban tech x 
Climate Tech there are just 103 

unicorns.
If 1 out of 100 will make it to 

gigacorns. Then we need 3600 
climate tech unicorns

1/x
xxx

Done

We have gone from 494 unicorns in 
2016 to 2,556 now, but only 109 are in 

the Urban Tech sector. We need to 
catalyze Gigacorns, just 59 can get 
our global emissions to net zero. 

We have not yet seen a Gigacorn, but 
over the last six years sustainable 

urban tech unicorn growth has been 
6.8x, compared to the overall number 

of unicorns at 5.2x.

Globally, we emit 59Gt annually.1

 For perspective 1Gt is more than the 
entire emissions from the EU 

transportation sector annually, or almost 
30% of all EU emissions.2

Design done

https://report.ipcc.ch/ar6wg3/pdf/IPCC_AR6_WGIII_FinalDraft_FullReport.pdf
https://2150-vc.medium.com/2150s-sustainability-framework-6c7451a9eab0
https://2150-vc.medium.com/2150s-sustainability-framework-6c7451a9eab0
https://app.dealroom.co/unicorns/f/tags/allof_verified%20unicorns%20and%20%241b%20exits_climate%20tech
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How close are we to a gigacorn? Still pretty far! 

Source: Dealroom.co.  1) https://www.tesla.com/ns_videos/2021-tesla-impact-report.pdf
                                               2) https://climeworks.com/purpose

Sequestered carbon.2

  2021 
  4k tons of CO2 

  2030
Megaton capacity

2050
Gigaton capacity

Avoided emissions.1

2021: 8.4M metric tons of CO2e
Electric vehicles: 6.8M
Solar + storage: 1.6M 

2030: 745M metric tons of CO2e
Electric vehicles: 145M
Solar + storage: 600M 

The sheer scale required means that, on the avoided emissions side, Tesla can almost achieve it in 2030 according to the company 
projection. On the carbon removal side, Climeworks expects to achieve gigaton capacity only in 2050.

Update, but to be seen which stats 
we want to show

Check 1-2 of the biggest climate 
tech x urban tech unicorns 
sustainability reports
No single way/uniform way to report 
these numbers

Tesla (2021 impact report)
In 2021, the global fleet of Tesla vehicles, energy storage and solar panels enabled our 
customers to avoid emitting 8.4 million metric tons of CO2e
2030 we are aiming to sell 20 million electric vehicles per year (compared to 0.94 
million in 2021) and deploy 1,500 GWh of energy storage per year (compared to 4 
GWh in 2021).
The 6.8 million metric tons of vehicle CO2e savings estimate is based on the net CO2e 
savings during the use-phase of a Tesla vehiclecompared to an ICE vehicle with a 
real-world fueleconomy of ~24 mpg (of which 0.9 million metric tons was avoided 
through annual renewables matching for the global Supercharger network andhome 
charging in California). The 1.6 million metric tons of solar + storage CO2e savings 
estimate is basedon CO2e avoided through generation of zero-emission electricity from 
Tesla solar panels, including energy stored and later dispatched from our energy 
storage products. Geographic distribution of our deliveries (both vehicle and solar), grid 
mix at the country,state andprovince level and upstream emissions are reflected in 
these figures.
144,68 + 600=744,68 M metric tons of CO2

Climeworks aim to have megaton 
capacity in 2030 and gigaton 
capacity in 2050
Largest plant so far 36k tons

IndigoAg
20,000 tonnes in soil carbon credits 
(https://www.reuters.com/business/s
ustainable-business/indigo-ag-roll-ou
t-first-tranche-farm-soil-carbon-credit
s-2022-06-29/)

Solugen

Ready for designDesign done

https://www.tesla.com/ns_videos/2021-tesla-impact-report.pdf
https://www.reuters.com/business/sustainable-business/indigo-ag-roll-out-first-tranche-farm-soil-carbon-credits-2022-06-29/
https://www.reuters.com/business/sustainable-business/indigo-ag-roll-out-first-tranche-farm-soil-carbon-credits-2022-06-29/
https://www.reuters.com/business/sustainable-business/indigo-ag-roll-out-first-tranche-farm-soil-carbon-credits-2022-06-29/
https://www.reuters.com/business/sustainable-business/indigo-ag-roll-out-first-tranche-farm-soil-carbon-credits-2022-06-29/
https://www.fastcompany.com/90704865/climate-techs-newest-unicorn-makes-chemicals-from-sugar-not-fossil-fuels
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/tesla_motors


3 Enable
Enabling infrastructure technologies and platforms 
that allow urban areas to scale sustainably and 
resiliently.
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1) https://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_New_Nature_Economy_Report_2020.pdf; 2)https://livingplanet.panda.org/en-GB/ , 
2) https://shareaction.org/reports/point-of-no-returns-part-iv-biodiversity, 4) https://www.unep.org/events/conference/un-biodiversity-conference-cop-15, 
3) https://www.nature.org/en-us/newsroom/new-biodiversity-commitments-world-leaders-declare-un-biodiversity-summit-priority/
4) https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/06/cities-ecosystems-biodiversity-climate-change/

To enable sustainability at scale, we need to prioritise biodiversity.

The cooling of buildings, industrial processes, and supply 
chain accounts for 7% of global GHG emissions, higher than 
aviation that accounts for 2%.1 

Heating in real estate is responsible for almost 12% of global 
energy and process-related CO2 emissions, and still relying 
on fossil fuels for more than 55% of the energy consumption.

Cooling only requires 15% of the energy used for heating as 
of today, but its consumption is expected to increase 33x by 
2100. This is linked to the changing climate, the increased 
frequency of extreme weather events such as heat waves, 
and the heat island phenomenon in urban environments. 
Air conditioning is an example of climate feedback loop: the 
warmer the climate the higher the use of cooling systems 
and the higher the amount of GHG emitted.

The main challenge is upgrading the current tech stack in the 
real estate space, both for new builds and renovations. It will 
require combined effort from government stimuli and 
ground-up innovation by new actors.

Source:

In just three years, the issue has moved from being 
virtually ignored by mainstream institutional investors to 
being acknowledged by all.

there is still no standard methodology for assessing and 
reporting biodiversity
reporting on biodiversity is where reporting on climate 
change was five to 10 years ago. “Carbon is easier, weʼve 
now got Scope 1, Scope 2, Scope 3 classifications and 
reporting is improving quite rapidly,” he points out. “But 
nature is much harder and requires a much deeper level of 
thinking in terms of what you do about it.”

COP15, the biggest biodiversity conference in a decade
“Post-2020 Global Biodiversity Framework”. The framework 
sets out an ambitious plan to implement broad-based 
action to bring about a transformation in societyʼs 
relationship with biodiversity and to ensure that, by 2050, 
the shared vision of living in harmony with nature is 
fulfilled.

40% of our global economy ($44T) 
depends on biological resources1.

25% of our assessed plant and animal 
species are threatened by human actions, 
with a million species facing extinction, 
many within decades1.

In 2020 none of the worldʼs 75 largest 
asset managers, none had a dedicated 
policy on biodiversity, and only 11% of 
had policies requiring portfolio companies 
to mitigate harmful impacts on 
biodiversity2.

Camilla suggestion

Achieving the goals of the Paris 
Agreement is not possible without 

biodiversity protection.

In recent years, biodiversity has 
ramped up as a key topic in the 

ESG space.

urban areas are home to a myriad of 
ecosystems and natural wealth, 
harbouring rich biodiversity

Cities have also started targeting 
biodiversity loss in connection to 

climate change.

40% of our global economy ($44T) 
depends on biological resources.1

Global wildlife populations have 
plummeted by 69% on average since 

1970.2

The UN Biodiversity COP 15 is the biggest 
UN biodiversity conference in a decade, 
with the aim to agree on a series of  
actions within the 

“Post-2020 Global Biodiversity 
Framework.”

Governments are announcing new 
biodiversity commitments, including 
Germany, Canada, Costa Rica, Bhutan, 

Ecuador, Albania and Indigenous leaders.3

Singapore has applied nature-based 
solutions to achieve climate, ecological 

and social resilience with innovative 
modern technology

 Today the city  is home to 4% of the 
worldʼs bird species.4  

Design done

https://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_New_Nature_Economy_Report_2020.pdf
https://shareaction.org/reports/point-of-no-returns-part-iv-biodiversity
https://www.unep.org/events/conference/un-biodiversity-conference-cop-15
https://www.nature.org/en-us/newsroom/new-biodiversity-commitments-world-leaders-declare-un-biodiversity-summit-priority/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/06/cities-ecosystems-biodiversity-climate-change/
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Despite being a key pillar for a sustainable 
transition, the methods for investing in 
biodiversity are far from established.

There is no standard methodology for assessing and 
reporting biodiversity, compared to the GHG Protocol. In 
2020, none of the worldʼs 75 largest asset managers had a 
dedicated policy on biodiversity.

Confusion around methodology and data negatively impact 
the capacity of the sector to attract investments. While 
carbon tracking & offsets and ESG tracking startups have 
raised almost $2B since 2019,  biodiversity remains  one of the 
least-targeted by investors, who cite a lack of data as the 
primary reason.1

An emerging segment is Environmental DNA (eDNA) which 
allows biodiversity surveying through DNA fragments to drive 

decisions.  Check online

Design done

1

Source: Dealroom.co.  1) https://sifted.eu/articles/how-can-vcs-invest-in-biodiversity

https://app.dealroom.co/transactions.rounds/f/growth_stages/not_mature/rounds/not_GRANT_SPAC%20PRIVATE%20PLACEMENT/tags/anyof_sustainability%20measurement_carbon%20tracking%20%26%20offset_not_outside%20tech/years/anyof_2022?showStats=YEAR&sort=-amount&statsType=rounds
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/nature_metrics
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/basecamp_research


4 Build
How we build including planning, materials, 
construction  and processes.
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Construction is a huge $6T market set for rapid growth.

Source: 1) https://globalabc.org/resources/publications/2021-global-status-report-buildings-and-construction
2)   https://www.un.org/development/desa/pd/sites/www.un.org.development.desa.pd/files/files/documents/2020/Jan/un_2018_worldcities_databooklet.pdf

90%
Time spent inside buildings 
impacting all aspects of life

$220tn 
Estimated value of real 
estate globally (60% of 

all assets)

Construction and real estate is 
currently a massive industry.1

1950 2014 2050

0.7

2.9

6.3

$6T
Total annual spend on buildings 

construction and renovation

And a massive contributors to global 
emissions.1

Rapid urbanization will further increase 
demand

1950 2022 2050

0.8

4.5

6.7

Global urban population in billions.2

10%
of global CO2 emissions come from 
the building construction processes 

and materials.

Ready for designDesign done

https://globalabc.org/resources/publications/2021-global-status-report-buildings-and-construction
https://globalabc.org/resources/publications/2021-global-status-report-buildings-and-construction
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In the past years, sustainable cement startups raised a negligible 
amount of capital. This changed in 2021. 

Funding for sustainable building construction is already reaching new heights in 2022, with 
nearly $1B raised. Sustainable steel, cement, and 3D printed have raised the most in 2021/22.

Explore 80+ sustainable building construction startups 
» view online

Ready for design

Investment into sustainable building construction startups

2019 2020 2021 2022

$250M

$500M

$750M

$1.0B
▊ Wooden buildings
▊Prefabricated construction 
▊ Modular construction
▊ Bio & circular construction 
materials

▊3D printed architecture

▊Cement x carbon capture 
and sustainable cement 

▊ Sustainable steel

Design done

Source: Dealroom.co.  Data as Oct 31st

https://app.dealroom.co/lists/33363
https://app.dealroom.co/lists/33363
https://app.dealroom.co/lists/33363


“ Building with wood in a highly modular and adaptive way has giga-ton 
potential in CO2 reduction and maintains the charm of innovative 
architecture making our cities vibrant, diverse and long-term carbon sinks.”

Dr. Remo Gerber
CEO

Carbon Negative Construction

“ Building with wood in a highly modular and adaptive way has 
gigatonne potential in CO2 reduction and maintains the charm of 
innovative architecture making our cities vibrant, diverse and 
long-term carbon sinks.”

Design done



Sensors and platforms to monitor, control and 
optimize buildings, cities, and streets.

5 Operate
Sensors and platforms to monitor, control and 
optimize buildings, cities, and streets.
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2) https://ec.europa.eu/energy/eu-buildings-factsheets_en

Building energy usage account for 27% of global CO2 
emissions.1

To tackle this, it is pivotal to have stringent energy standards 
for new buildings, from construction design to materials used 
and appliances chosen.

However, most residential buildings were built before thermal 
standards were introduced. In the EU, half of the buildings are 
pre-1970, when the first thermal regulations came into place.2

Energy retrofit and solutions based on SaaS and IoT to 
improve heating, cooling and light management play a huge 
role in reducing emissions while maintaining comfort and 
providing insights to consumers and businesses to reduce 
their consumption.

The cooling of buildings, industrial processes, and supply 
chain accounts for 7% of global GHG emissions, higher than 
aviation that accounts for 2%.1 

Heating in real estate is responsible for almost 12% of global 
energy and process-related CO2 emissions, and still relying 
on fossil fuels for more than 55% of the energy consumption.

Cooling only requires 15% of the energy used for heating as 
of today, but its consumption is expected to increase 33x by 
2100. This is linked to the changing climate, the increased 
frequency of extreme weather events such as heat waves, 
and the heat island phenomenon in urban environments. 
Air conditioning is an example of climate feedback loop: the 
warmer the climate the higher the use of cooling systems 
and the higher the amount of GHG emitted.

The main challenge is upgrading the current tech stack in the 
real estate space, both for new builds and renovations. It will 
require combined effort from government stimuli and 
ground-up innovation by new actors.

Source:

Efficient energy consumption in buildings is one of the most 
affordable ways to lessen the detrimental effects of climate 
change and health-related problems. 

It reduces household expenses and decreases carbon 
dioxide emissions. There was a special emphasis on 
reducing CO2 emissions by the 26th UN Climate Change 
Conference of the Parties (COP26) in Glasgow held on 31 
October – 13 November 2021.

Moreover, energy-efficient buildings decrease indoor air 
pollution as they provide cleaner combustion and better 
ventilation than conventional buildings. As a result, the 
possibility of air pollution-related diseases such as asthma 
and lung cancer will be reduced.

It saves lives, reduces medical treatment’s financial and 
social costs, and increases the value of buildings.

Optimizing buildingsʼ energy usage 
is key to develop sustainable cities. 

Solar/Storage

Lightning Control

Window Shading

Efficient 
windows and 
walls

Plug-load 
controls

Smart 
thermostats

Energy 
management 
system

HVA Zone 
Controls

Smart lighting

Water 
management 
sensors 

https://globalabc.org/resources/publications/2021-global-status-report-buildings-and-construction
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Source: Dealroom.co.  *Annualized VC funding value based on performance up to October 31st 2022  1) In 2018, the smart window startups View received a $1.1B round from Softbank. View went public in 
2021 at a valuation of $1.6B, lower than the $2.2B of  private funding it received. Its current market cap is below $200M.

Investment in energy efficiency startups has reached $411M so far in 2022, the most 
active year but for Viewʼs megaround in 2018.

Green buildings

Startups improving heating and 
cooling in real estate

(Novel energy)

Decarbonising UK 
homes

Energy efficiency in general: software mostly
Demand response/flexibility out?

https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/sense_2
Xx
xx

sectors 2019 2020 2021 2022

Energy retrofits 18 25 87 60

Facility 
management

25 36 46 38

SaaS IoT for heating 2.3 3.3 0 0

SaaS IoT for cooling 18 25.4 86.7 59.5

Solar for buildings 104 65 413 331

Cooling, heating, 
smart glasses

Heating, cooling, smart windows, energy management, xx

Investment into building energy efficiency startups 
» view online

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

$0.5B

$1.0B

$1.5B

2022
YTD

Notable rounds in building energy efficiency startups 2022.

View
smart windows

$1.1B1

$520M*

$411M

▊$0-1M (pre-seed)  ▊ $1-4M (seed)  ▊ $4-15M (series A) ▊ $15-40M (series B)
▊ $40-100M (series C)  ▊ $100-250M  ▊ $250M+

Ready for designDesign done

https://impact.dealroom.co/lists/19530
https://impact.dealroom.co/lists/23533
https://impact.dealroom.co/lists/23533
https://app.dealroom.co/lists/32602?showGrid=false&showTransactions=false
https://app.dealroom.co/lists/25797
https://app.dealroom.co/lists/25797
https://impact.dealroom.co/companies/sense_2
https://impact.dealroom.co/lists/19530/list/f/landscapes/anyof_3110?showStats=true&showTransactions=true
https://impact.dealroom.co/lists/19530/list/f/landscapes/anyof_4302?showStats=true&showTransactions=true
https://impact.dealroom.co/lists/19530/list/f/landscapes/anyof_4302?showStats=true&showTransactions=true
https://impact.dealroom.co/lists/23533/list/f/landscapes/anyof_5906?showStats=true&showTransactions=true
https://impact.dealroom.co/lists/23533/list/f/landscapes/anyof_5907?showStats=true&showTransactions=true
https://impact.dealroom.co/lists/19530/list/f/landscapes/anyof_3259?showStats=true&showTransactions=true
https://app.dealroom.co/lists/33371/list?showGrid=false&showStats=true&showTransactions=true&sort=-amount
https://app.dealroom.co/lists/33371/list/f/years/anyof_2022?showGrid=false&showStats=true&showTransactions=true&sort=-amount
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Smart home management apps have attracted the most funding in 2022 within 
building energy efficiency, followed by cooling, heating, and smart windows.
 

Explore 100+ building energy efficiency startups 
» view online

Water technology Parametric insurance

Investment into building energy efficiency startups 

Ready for design

2019 2020 2021 2022

$100M

$200M

$300M

$400M

$500M

▊ SaaS IoT for heating
▊Building management 
optimization
▊ SaaS IoT for cooling
▊ Energy retrofits
▊Smart windows 
▊ Efficient air cooling & 
heating appliances

▊ Smart home management 
apps

Design done, numbers 
updated

Source: Dealroom.co.  Data as Oct 31st

https://app.dealroom.co/lists/33371/
https://app.dealroom.co/lists/15296
https://app.dealroom.co/lists/19079
https://app.dealroom.co/lists/19079
https://app.dealroom.co/lists/33371
https://app.dealroom.co/lists/33371


Allowing citizens to work, live, 
stay healthy and secure.

Flooding risk:
link

6 Experience
Allowing citizens to work, live, stay healthy and secure.

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/roberta-boscolo-89247216_flooding-flooding-activity-6977322470391357440-l6JQ?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_android]
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Flooding is one of the biggest threats 
to the security of cities and their 
development.

Source: 1) https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-022-30727-4
2)   https://www.imperial.ac.uk/grantham/research/resources-and-pollution/water-security-and-flood-risk/urban-flooding/
3) https://www.swissre.com/institute/research/sigma-research/Economic-Insights/flood-new-opportunities.html

Global flooding losses3 

in billion of dollars

Flood losses
Floods and storms drive global insured catastrophe 
losses of USD 38 billion in first half of 2022, Swiss Re 
Institute estimates.

Flood losses are rising fastly: From 1991 to 2000, global 
insured losses from floods was about $30 billion. In the 
next decade, global insured losses from floods was $40 
billion and from 2011 to 2020, global insured losses from 
floods was $80 billion, according to Swiss Re.
In the decade from 2011 to 2020, 82 percent of global 
economic losses from floods were uninsured, according 
to Swiss Re.
The report comes as Pakistan is struggling to recover 
from deadly floods that have killed more than 1,000 
people.
Thatʼs only a fraction of the total losses from flooding. In 
the decade from 2011 to 2020, 82 percent of global 
economic losses from floods was uninsured, according 
to Swiss Re.
Population growth, the growth of cities, and the 
increasing intensity of flooding events due to climate 
change are to blame for the surge in the damage done 
by floods. “Climate change is increasing likelihood of 
high-intensity, heavy rain and short-duration floods 
events associated with tropical cyclones,” the report 
from Swiss Re said.

Extreme rainfall can cause flooding anywhere
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Rising flood risk

Overall, 23% of the worldʼs population face significant flooding 
risk, especially in low-income countries.1 In 2021 only, more than 
100 million people were affected by flooding.

The growing urban population  together with the increased 
rainfall intensity (due to climate change) are the main factors 
behind the increase in flooding risk. 

When we talk about cities, the likelihood of pluvial flooding is 
higher due to the high proportion of paved surfaces. Also the 
potential impact is greater due to citiesʼ high density of 
population and vital infrastructure.2

$440B

82% of the flood 
losses in the last 
decade have been 
uninsured.

2.7x

UK flooding prevention 
system
Tams river, central UK

Economic damages from droughts alone in the EU could rise by a third, to 
€24bn, by the end of the century. Meanwhile coastal flooding could cost the EU 
almost €1tn a year by 2100 without investment in climate adaptation. Global 
economic loss due to climate change is predicted to hit $23tn by 2050.
https://www.carbonbrief.org/increasing-droughts-will-drive-billions-in-economic-lo
sses-in-europe
https://www.carbonbrief.org/coastal-flooding-in-europe-could-cost-up-to-one-trilli
on-euros-per-year-by-2100#:~:text=The%20economic%20damage%20from%20
coastal,change%2C%20a%20new%20study%20finds.

1) https://blogs.worldbank.org/sustainablecities/cutting-global-carbon-emissions-where-do-cities-stand
2) Flood exposure and poverty in 188 countries: https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-022-30727-4
3) https://www.pnas.org/content/118/41/e2024792118 ;

23% 

of the worldʼs population face 
significant flooding risk, 
especially in low-income 

countries2.

The likelihood (i.e. hazard) of pluvial 
flooding occurring is higher in urban areas 
due to the high proportion of tarmacked 
and paved surfaces, which limit water 
infiltration and increase the amount of 
water running off the ground surface as 
well as it’s speed.

Moreover, the potential impacts of flooding 
are significantly greater in urban areas: a 
consequence of cities’ high density of 
population, properties and vital 
infrastructure

https://www.imperial.ac.uk/grantham/resear
ch/resources-and-pollution/water-security-a
nd-flood-risk/urban-flooding/

▊ insured losses  ▊ uninsured losses
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https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-022-30727-4
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/grantham/research/resources-and-pollution/water-security-and-flood-risk/urban-flooding/
https://www.swissre.com/institute/research/sigma-research/Economic-Insights/flood-new-opportunities.html
https://www.swissre.com/press-release/Floods-and-storms-drive-global-insured-catastrophe-losses-of-USD-38-billion-in-first-half-of-2022-Swiss-Re-Institute-estimates/4d31d695-e49f-4168-85bc-2a5944313b05
https://www.swissre.com/press-release/Floods-and-storms-drive-global-insured-catastrophe-losses-of-USD-38-billion-in-first-half-of-2022-Swiss-Re-Institute-estimates/4d31d695-e49f-4168-85bc-2a5944313b05
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/09/01/swiss-re-flood-losses-covered-by-insurance-are-rising-drastically.html
https://www.carbonbrief.org/increasing-droughts-will-drive-billions-in-economic-losses-in-europe
https://www.carbonbrief.org/increasing-droughts-will-drive-billions-in-economic-losses-in-europe
https://www.carbonbrief.org/coastal-flooding-in-europe-could-cost-up-to-one-trillion-euros-per-year-by-2100#:~:text=The%20economic%20damage%20from%20coastal,change%2C%20a%20new%20study%20finds
https://www.carbonbrief.org/coastal-flooding-in-europe-could-cost-up-to-one-trillion-euros-per-year-by-2100#:~:text=The%20economic%20damage%20from%20coastal,change%2C%20a%20new%20study%20finds
https://www.carbonbrief.org/coastal-flooding-in-europe-could-cost-up-to-one-trillion-euros-per-year-by-2100#:~:text=The%20economic%20damage%20from%20coastal,change%2C%20a%20new%20study%20finds
https://www.pnas.org/content/118/41/e2024792118
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Investment in flood management startups has ramped up in the last two years.

Investment into flood prevention, monitoring and response startups 
» view online

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

$50M

$150M

$250M

2022
YTD

Explore 50+ flood management startups 
» view online

$100M

$200M

▊$0-1M (pre-seed)  ▊ $1-4M (seed)  ▊ $4-15M (series A) ▊ $15-40M (series B)
▊ $40-100M (series C)  ▊ $100-250M  ▊ $250M+

$201M*

$163M

$213M

Source: Dealroom.co.  *Annualized VC funding value based on performance up to October 31st 2022
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https://app.dealroom.co/lists/32867/list?showGrid=false&showStats=true&showTransactions=true
https://app.dealroom.co/lists/32867?showGrid=false&showTransactions=false
https://app.dealroom.co/lists/32867?showGrid=false&showTransactions=false
https://app.dealroom.co/lists/32867?showGrid=false&showTransactions=false
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Extreme weather forecast, flood insurance and flood hazard mapping attracted the 
most funding, often building on satellite technology.

Flood management 
infrastructure 

building

Stormwater and drainage 
infrastructure, rain absorbing 

materials.

Combined funding: $57M

Examples:

 

 

 

 

Flood hazard 
mapping*

Use of satellite imaging and 
weather data to predict areas 

with high flood risk.

Combined funding: $85M

Examples:

 

 

 

 

Extreme weather 
forecast * 

Use of satellite imaging and 
weather models to predict 

extreme rain events.

Combined funding: $158M

Examples:

 

 

 

 

Source: Dealroom.co.  Data as Oct 31st  *Earth observation satellite startups raised more than $2B in VC funding in the last 4 years. Many of those startups have flooding as one of several use cases across 
industries. We chose to focus here on a few players which have a more dedicated focus to flooding.

Prevention Real-time

Flooding sensors & 
real time modelling

Real-time monitoring and 
modelling of flooding event for 

alerts and reduce losses.
 

Combined funding: $28M

Examples:

 

 

 

Overall, air monitoring startups are the ones attracting the most funding.

Disaster recovery 

xxx

 

Combined funding: $xM

Examples:

 

 

 

Post-event

Flood insurance 

Insurance coverage for flooding 
(e.g. parametric insurance) to 
cope and recover from losses.

Combined funding: $146M

Examples:

 

 

 

Water tech landscape
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https://app.dealroom.co/companies/bufferblock_b_v_
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/flood_con
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/jupiter_intelligence
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/graffiquo
https://app.dealroom.co/lists/15296
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/stormsensor
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/stormsensor
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/optirtc
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/aquipor_technologies
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/fathom_1_7
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/climate_x
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/climacell
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/reask
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/previsico
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/floodmapp
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/green_stream_technologies
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/skyblu_ai
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/floodflash
https://app.dealroom.co/companies/descartes_underwriting


Top 100 urban tech startups to 
watch based on Dealroom signal.

Source: Dealroom.co.

Gigacorn (noun) def: a company that has achieved lowering or sequestering CO2 
emissions by 1Gt/year while being commercially viable. (more on Gigacorns here)

● Globally we emit 36GT annually. For perspective 1GT is equal to the entire emissions from the EU transportation sector 
annually, or 30% of all EU emissions. 

● We have gone from 338 unicorns in 2015 to 1,967 now, but only 75 are in the Urban Tech sector. We need to catalyze 
Gigacorns, just 36 can get our global emissions to net zero. 

● We have not yet seen a Gigacorn, but over the last six years sustainable Urban tech unicorn growth has been 9.3x, 
compared to the overall number of unicorns at 5.8x.

Weʼve ranked the top 100 urban tech startups to 
watch based on Dealroom Signal: 
a powerful algorithm helping VCs, Corporates 
and Governments find the most promising up 
and coming startups.

» Top 100 Uban Tech Startups to Watch

https://2150-vc.medium.com/2150s-sustainability-framework-6c7451a9eab0
https://dealroom.co/blog/introducing-dealroom-signal-top-100
https://app.dealroom.co/lists/33702/list?showGrid=false&showStats=true&showTransactions=false&sort=-startup_ranking_rating
https://app.dealroom.co/lists/33702/list?showGrid=false&showTransactions=false&sort=-startup_ranking_rating
https://app.dealroom.co/lists/33702/list?showGrid=false&showTransactions=false&sort=-startup_ranking_rating
https://app.dealroom.co/lists/33702/list?showGrid=false&showTransactions=false&sort=-startup_ranking_rating
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Environmental, Social and Corporate 
Governance (ESG)

Impact

Reducing 
harm

Doing good

Impact is to have 
sustainability at the core

In this report, an impact startup is a company 
that addresses one or more UN Sustainable 
Development Goal (SDGs) at the core of its 
business and the potential to scale. Our litmus 
test: if you remove the impact, you also 
remove the business. 

Impact sits within a broader framework of 
Environmental, Social and Corporate 
Governance (ESG) which seeks to reduce the 
harmful impact of business.

Our full taxonomy is available at this link.

In this report we examined over 4,600 
global impact x urban tech startups.

Source: Dealroom.co.Page / 37  

https://impact.dealroom.co/methodology-38-definitions
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2150 measures the sustainability impact of its investments 
and portfolio. This analysis considers the current and 
potential future impacts from a company's and/or its 
products' ability to have quantifiable benefits on the climate 
and environment. These calculations speak to the 2150 
Impact Principles embedded in our Impact Score, as well as 
enable us to articulate and report the impact of our 
companies and portfolio.

We frame our impact calculations within a selection of Key
Performance Indicators (KPI) and the Sustainable 
Development Goals to have a common framework for 
assessing benefits. These KPIs cover both common metrics 
such as climate mitigation, as well as more company specific 
outcomes such a resilience and pollution benefits. Working 
with companies and industry experts, we model the scale of 
impact to at least 2040 for each investment.

Projected Impact Method

GHG emissions savings
Tonnes CO2 eq. / yr

Energy savings
GJ / yr

Renewable energy generated
MWh / yr

Water savings
m3 / yr

Resource savings
Tonnes / yr

Increased human health
QALY

Reduced weather disruption
Days / yr

2150 key performance indicators 

Reduced weather damage
%

PM air pollution reduction
Tonnes PM / yr

NOx air pollution reduction
Tonnes NOx / yr

SOx air pollution reduction 
Tonnes SOx / yr

Individuals benefiting 
Individuals

https://www.2150.vc/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/2150_Impact_Framework_v4.pdf
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Search engine, 
news portals

Messaging apps, 
personal email

Social networks, 
dating, blogging, 
content creation

Music and video 
streaming, gaming

Ecommerce,
food delivery, event 

tickets, local 
services

Banking and 
payments

Ride-hailing apps, 
navigation, public 

transportation

Business team 
messaging, business 

email

Kakao 
Friends

Kakao
Music

Kakao 
Style

Kakao
Pay

Kakao T Agit

Daum
Cafe

Kakao
TV

Kakao Talk 
Gift

Kakao
Navi

Kakao
Mail

Daum
Mail

Melon 
Aztlak

Melon Kakao 
Shopping

Kakao
Map

Daum 
Webtoon

Kakao
Games

Shopping 
Now

Kakao Metro

Venture capital methodology and definitions.

Venture capital investment

Investment numbers refer to rounds 
such as Seed, Series A, B, C, …. late 
stage, and growth equity rounds.

Venture capital investment figures 
exclude debt or other non-equity 
funding, lending capital, grants and 
ICOs.

Buyouts, M&A, secondary rounds, 
and IPOs are treated as exits: 
excluded from funding data.

Investment rounds are sourced from 
public disclosures including press 
releases, news, filings and verified 
user-submitted information.

Valuation

The combined valuation of the tech 
ecosystem is based on their market 
cap or latest transaction value.

Transaction value is realized from 
exit or implied unrealised valuation 
from the latest VC round, which is 
either announced or estimated by 
Dealroom based on benchmarks.

Startups, scaleups, 
grownups and tech

Companies designed to grow 
fast. Generally, such companies 
are VC-investable businesses. 
Sometimes they can become 
very big (e.g. $1B+ valuation). 

When startups are successful, 
they develop into scaleups (>50 
people), grownups (>500 people) 
and result in big companies, like 
Arrival or Northvolt.

Only companies founded since 
1990 are included in this report.

Accelerators and 
workplaces

Fixed-term, cohort-based programs 
that include seed investment, 
connections, sales, mentorship, 
educational components and 
culminate in a public pitch event or 
demo day to accelerate growth.

We consider an accelerator as an 
ʻinvestorʼ since it takes equity from 
its startups whereas a ʻworkplaceʼ 
does not take equity from its 
tenants. 

In this report, co-working spaces, 
shared office space that also offer 
community support, are considered 
as part of workplaces.

Source: Dealroom.co.




